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Abstract—The linear propagation of ultrasound in media is an
approximation of reality and current ultrasound image
simulators do not take into account the nonlinear behaviour of
the propagation. This article proposes a new tool, CREANUIS,
which associates the nonlinear propagation theory to arbitrary
scatterer distributions to create nonlinear radio frequency
images. The amplitude distribution of the radio frequency or
envelope signal obtained with the new tool follows the expected
statistical distribution. The resulting data contains the
fundamental but also the second harmonic information and
provides realistic images that can be useful for the development
of new acoustic imaging techniques.
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Simulation

I. INTRODUCTION
The linear propagation of an ultrasound (US) wave in
tissue is an approximation which is currently used in clinical
applications. However, the nonlinear behaviour of tissues has
been used for new imaging techniques as harmonic imaging or
contrast imaging, characterized by high spatial resolution[1].
Some software tools can simulate either the linear US echosignal [2, 3], or the nonlinear propagation of pressure waves in
tissue [4, 5]. However, to our knowledge, no tools have been
so far described to simulate radio frequency (RF) US echodata containing both linear and nonlinear components.
This paper proposes a method to simulate RF images
containing both the fundamental and the second harmonic
components generated by the US propagation in a medium.
We designed a simulator (CREANUIS), written in C++, in
which the information of a nonlinear US field is combined
with a random scatterer distribution. First, the nonlinear US
field is calculated for a given probe geometry. Second, after
defining a scatterer distribution and an amplitude map (as
described in the FIELDII implementation), the nonlinear RF
echo-signals are constructed using the fundamental and second
harmonic components of the pressure at each scatterer
position.
In this paper, the first part describes the global strategy
proposed to simulate nonlinear RF signals. Then, some sample
images are shown and the corresponding amplitude
distribution is estimated. A discussion closes the paper.
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II. CREANUIS METHOD
A. Nonlinear Propagation simulation
To be able to create a nonlinear RF signal, the nonlinear
propagation of the US wave has to be computed. A complete
model for nonlinear ultrasound propagation was proposed by
Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov (KZK) [6, 7]:
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where p is the pressure of the wave at the frequency f, z the
propagation axis, x and y the coordinates in the plane
perpendicular to the propagation axis, t the time, ρ0 the density
of the medium, c0 the speed of sound, β the nonlinear
parameter and δ the attenuation of the medium. In this
equation, the first term on the right side corresponds to the
nonlinear effect. The second one represents the attenuation of
tissue during the propagation and the last one represents the
diffraction effect of the probe. Various authors have developed
nonlinear simulators to compute the nonlinear propagation
based on the KZK equation. The simulators use either a finite
difference approach, which computes step by step the
nonlinear distortion of the US wave, or an angular spectrum
scheme, based on the Fourier Transform, which directly
computes the nonlinear pressure at a given spatial point. The
main simulators suitable for implementation in CREANUIS
have been developed by Bernsten [8], Hamilton et al. [5, 9]
and Voormolen [4] for the finite difference approach, and by
Varsolt et al. [10, 11] and Yan et al. [12] for the angular
spectrum approach.
For CREANUIS, the Voormolen simulator has been
chosen, since it produces accurate results with fast
computation time for single frequency transmission. The
fundamental and second harmonic are computed in 4D (spatial
3D and time). Moreover, also the higher harmonics are
computed and the desired transmission beamforming strategy
can be set.
With the parameter set in Table I, the resulting central oneway fields obtained for the fundamental and the second
harmonic are presented in Fig. 1. These images provide the
fundamental and the second harmonic components at each
point of the space.
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element. Then, the contributions from all scatterers are
coherently summed at each active element.

TABLE I. PROBE PARAMETERS
Parameter
Value
Pitch
490 µm
Kerf
50 µm
5 mm
Height
Number of elements
64
Transmit focus
60 mm
Elevation focus
70 mm
3.5 MHz
Transmit frequency

3) Final RF line
Thanks to the different echo signals received by each
active element, one RF line of the complete image can be
obtained. Indeed, the RF echoes are combined according to the
desired beamforming strategy to produce one line of the
complete image. In CREANUIS, a dynamic focalization has
been implemented, but other strategies can be considered.
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4) Nonlinear RF image
The previous operations are repeated for each line of the
image. The resulting image contains the fundamental and
second harmonic information thanks to the two fields
computed earlier. However, some hypotheses have been done
to save computation time. First, during the return path of the
US wave, the attenuation has been considered but the
nonlinear deformation has not. Second, the scatterers are
considered punctual. When the US wave is reflected on them,
they diffuse their energy over a sphere centered at their
position. Just a part of the initial energy goes back to the
transducer surface. The solid angle between the scatterer
position and the transducer defines this quantity of energy, and
has not been taken into account in CREANUIS.
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Fig. 1. Fundamental (a) and second harmonic (b) pressure fields
obtained with the Voormolen simulator. The images are proposed in dB
scale using the pressure of fundamental at the focal point as reference.

B. RF image simulation
A complete nonlinear RF image is simulated by repeating
the same basic operations made for each simulated line. The
main steps are: 1) the definition of scatterers distribution and
response; 2) the creation of the elementary RF echo-signals; 3)
the final beamforming of each image line to create the
nonlinear RF image (Fig. 3).
1) Scatterers distribution
The scatterer map can be randomly chosen or can be
imported from other simulations like, e.g., those based on
FIELD II [2, 3]. For each scatterer, here considered punctual,
the response amplitude is distributed according to a normal
distribution with a standard deviation of 1.
2) Elementary RF echoes
The elementary RF echoes represent the signal received by
the active elements after one transmission. To simulate these
signals, the same operations are repeated for each scatterer.
First, given the spatial position of a scatterer, the fundamental
and second harmonic contributions are extracted from the two
fields computed previously. Second, the time of flight is
computed between the scatterer and each active transducer

A. Image Examples
1) Punctual scatterers distribution
A first simulation has been made using punctual reflectors
having constant amplitude. The resulting images are presented
in Fig. 4 (a-c). Some differences between FIELDII (Fig. 4.a)
and fundamental image of CREANUIS (Fig. 4.b) are present
and should come from the dynamic focalization used in
reception. However, in the focal point, no more difference are
visible. Moreover, CREANUIS proposes a new image
corresponding to the second harmonic component (Fig. 4.c).
As expected, this image presents a resolution which is higher
compared to the fundamental image. Note that the colorbars of
figures 3b and 3c are different because of the lower pressure
field at second harmonic frequency.
2) Cyst Phantom
The cyst phantom proposed by Jensen et al. has been
simulated with FIELDII and CREANUIS for the same
reflectors distribution [13]. The cyst phantom consists in two
series of five circular areas of different echogenicity and size.
Five punctual reflectors of high echogenicity are also present
in the medium. A total of 100 000 scatterers have been used in
the simulations. The resulting images are proposed in Fig. 4
(d-f). As for the previous results, the difference between
FIELDII (Fig. 4.d) and fundamental image of CREANUIS
(Fig. 4.e) is slight and come from the beamforming strategy
used in reception.
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B. Amplitude Distribution
To verify the accuracy of the simulated nonlinear RF
image, a statistical study has been conducted on the
CREANUIS image. For different concentration of reflectors,
the statistics of the RF image and the envelope image have
been extracted. The amplitude distribution has been examined
according to the scatterer density and more precisely to the
number of scatterers per resolution cell. We define the
resolution cell of the simulation system using [14]:
Focus
Elevation
(2)
Vcell = ncycle λ × λ
×λ
L
Height
with ncycle the number of cycles of the transmitted pulse, λ the
wavelength of the signal, L and Height the lateral and vertical
dimension of the probe, respectively, Focus the focal position
of the transmitted beam and Elevation the elevation focus of
the probe [14]. Using this definition of the resolution cell,
when the scatterer density reaches ten units per resolution cell,
the statistical distribution of the envelope follows the expected
Rayleigh distribution. Moreover, when a lower scatterer
density is chosen, the envelope distribution follows the K
distribution statistical model. Our simulated images have a
statistical distribution which is in accordance to the literature
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3. Illustration of CREANUIS using the nonlinear propagation simulator and the design algorithm to produce a single RF line
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Fig. 4. Resulting image (in dB) of the punctual and the cyst phantom. Image a) and d) are produced with FIELDII. Image b) and e) are the fundamental image
produced with CREANUIS and images c) and f) are obtained through the second harmonic component.

